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Most potted plants need to be
replanted every two to three
years.
Water your potted plant really
well in the morning before you
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If you rent, you can take your potted plants with you.

remove it from its pot.
Once you have taken the pot
away examine the root system. If there are more roots than
soil you should try to massage the
root system loose and remove any
that turn back in towards the
centre of the root ball. In really bad
cases, I remove about two centimetres from the whole root ball
with an old bread knife, which
works like a small saw.
Make sure what you are planting into has plenty of drainage
holes. Lots of the pots on the market are made with the idea that
they can be used as water features
and may have no hole at all. Look at
a nursery’s black plastic pot for
reference to see how many and how
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big your drainage holes should be.
Don’t ﬁll the base of your pots with
rubble or blue metal; it doesn’t help
with drainage and only makes your
pots heavier. The only exception is
if you have tall pots and tall plants
in them and you want to prevent
them from tipping over.
Once replanted, water well
and keep an eye on them. They
will be a little more needy short
term but should produce new feeding roots and be stronger and better in the long term.
The larger your pot or container is, the easier it will be
to maintain because it won’t dry
out as quickly.
When it comes to watering I
believe you have to really soak
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CHRIS DUKE

Interest
in hotspot

Family opts for quality over quantity
pots. Let the water ﬂow from the
drainage holes so the entire root
ball is getting a drink and ﬂushing
the soil of any build up of salts or
minerals.
I don’t like sitting my pots on
saucers and would rather have
healthy plants in a small puddle of
water than a dry ﬂoor and poorer
plants.
Feed your pots every three
months with either homemade compost or an organic pellet.
This will work as a slow-release
fertiliser.
Water with a liquid fertiliser. I
use Charlie Carp over the foliage
and root ball every two to three
weeks for a quicker uptake and
healthier plants.
You need to manage your expectations and know your
limits. There’s no use planting a
potted garden full of ﬂowering annuals that needs water every day if
you’re travelling every other week.
Succulents and cactus, however,
will thrive for you while you’re
away.
Potted plants are fun to care for
and easy to move with.
No matter the size and space
you’re working with, adding colour
through the pots or the plants can
brighten up any balcony or courtyard.
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Lilyfield
341 Balmain Road
Guide $1.55 million
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The rear courtyard and car
space of this beautifully
renovated Victorian terrace is
partly covered for
entertaining, leaving this
sunny front garden as the
perfect spot to show off the
powder-coated art piece from
Melbourne’s Lump Sculpture
Studio. It’s a striking contrast
to the classic tessellated tiles.
Inspect Thu, 11-11.30am and
Sat, 1-1.30pm.
Agent Cobden & Hayson,
0410 639 989.
Auction June 25.
■ See more at:
domain.com.au/2012843218

n Sydney (more often than not)
renovating a home to
accommodate a growing family
comes at the expense of, surely,
that which children need most – a
patch of grass, garden or courtyard;
permanent piece of the outdoors in
which to play.
As house sizes continue to
impinge on garden footprints, it’s
heartening to visit alterations and
additions, or new-builds, cleverly
designed to ensure improvements to
the former don’t come at the
expense of the latter. A recent
alteration in the city’s inner west by
architect Christopher Polly for a
young family of ﬁve (three of them
under nine) is a perfect example.

Brief
Owners Kate and Warrick wanted
to renovate a freestanding, doublefronted, double-brick, hip-roofed
1910 Federation home in
Petersham. Housing three
bedrooms, a bathroom and living
space, the existing building should
be respected while transformed
into a four-bedroom, twobathroom home, with two living
spaces for themselves and their
three active boys.
The new home should be light
and airy, with open connected
spaces and a strong relationship to

Unfurled House by Christopher Polly Architect was shortlisted for an
Australian Institute of Architects’ 2016 NSW Architecture Award.

the garden. It should reﬂect their
desire for ‘‘quality space, not
quantity’’, with no expansion of the
house’s footprint or loss of garden,
and no negative impact on
neighbours.

Challenges
The sloping site ran west to east,
with a garden and quiet street at
the front and generous garden at
the rear. A block of units to the east
and heavy two-storey northern
neighbour posed privacy issues,
with the latter also inhibiting
access to northern light.
Any renovation needed to
mitigate a discrepancy in the scale
of neighbouring homes – balancing
the two-storey neighbour with a

single-storey cottage to the south.
While the home was in great
condition, rear additions over four
levels were poorly planned.

Response
The original front four rooms
(three bedrooms and a living
space) were refreshed, with only
one ceiling replaced; the rear leantos demolished; and a new splitlevel, two-storey contemporary
addition crafted and sensitively
stitched to the original over the
existing footprint.
Joining both and providing
access to all areas: a landing or
‘‘service zone’’ runs north to south
to introduce light and air into the
centre of the home (and borrowed
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You can take it with you
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Amazing design on Sunday

Green home

Love your garden
You don’t have to be Einstein to
notice all the development going on
in Australia. Houses being knocked
down and replaced by multiple
homes and unit blocks. It’s shrinking our footprint and reducing our
ability to grow a garden. Or is it?
Just because you don’t have the
big backyard you grew up with
doesn’t mean your tiniest of outdoor spaces can’t be a wonderful
green retreat whether it’s a balcony, courtyard or pathway.
Pots, containers, vertical gardens and climbers can transform a
concrete jungle into an intimate
space for relaxing and can even
provide produce.
The advantage of working with
pots and containers is if you rent or
move regularly you can take your
garden with you.
The disadvantage is plants in
pots and containers surrounded by
hard surfaces like brickwork and
concrete require more TLC than
those planted in the ground.
So here are my tips for keeping
your potted garden happy and
healthy.
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light throughout), via a northfacing courtyard. A new children’s
bathroom and laundry were placed
on the landing’s southern elevation
(compact yet designed with a
verticality, suggesting space). A
master suite and study were
positioned upstairs around a
curvaceous void, with living spaces
downstairs level with the garden.
‘‘The new build has a sectional
split-level relationship to the
original house that harnesses the
fall of the site to the rear, allowing
the cellular front plan to unfurl into
a series of connected interior
spaces that expand to its setting.
The walls play with folds and
cranks – giving it a very generous
feel spatially.’’
Polly’s design is a beautiful one
using devices to introduce light,
air, indoor-outdoor connectivity
and a sense of generosity to spaces
while maintaining privacy. And
every inch of garden.
Unfurled House is one of a
handful of homes to be shortlisted
for an Australian Institute of
Architects’ 2016 NSW
Architecture Award, to be
announced in early July.
Trish.croaker@gmail.com
■ See more images at:
domain.com.au

We are still seeing a strong influx
of buyers in the Hills District and
Blacktown. We do not predict a
winter slowdown due to the recent interest rate drop and buyers embracing the chance to access finance at record low rates.
Recently, we have seen steady
price growth throughout the Hills
region and I believe this is likely
to continue into the second half
of 2016. Sales are being propelled
by the coming North West Rail
Link and other new developments coming onto the market.
The local market has many
family-friendly areas and is well
supported by schools. The Rouse
Hill shopping centre has added a
vibrancy to the area. It’s a central
spot for grocery shopping, some
great restaurants and a nightlife
built around the cinemas.
The Hills and Blacktown Councils’ growth in recent years is also
likely attributed to the area’s
proximity to the city and to scenic areas in the Hawkesbury. The
area is a favourite for families and
investors looking to get exposure to this growth corridor.
Chris Duke is a sales consultant at
Century 21 All Aspects Realty
Rooty Hill
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SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS
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century21.com.au/coastalproperties

NORTH ARM COVE 77 Cove Boulevard
• Spacious 4 bedroom 1 bath + powder room
• Combined living/dining flows to large timber deck
• Loads of natural light with skylights

PRICE

$358,000

VIEW

Saturday 10.00 - 11.00am

AGENT

Bryan Stevenson 0419 384 569

CENTURY 21 COASTAL PROPERTIES 4997 2554
1HERSA1 J006

Nowra’s Most Prestigious Development
32 large, light filled apartments with high
quality finishes
• Two or three bedrooms and offering generous
balcony living spaces
• Architecturally designed and located in the
heart of Nowra
• Register your interest at centralparknowra.com
•

G8597657AA-210516

180° VIEWS EAST

350 Acres – Approved Subdivision
• A first class rural holding.
• Ten minutes to Berrima and
five minutes to Motorway.
• 350 plus acres of gently
undulating, mainly cleared
country.
• Three bedroom brick
homestead.
• Eight dams.
• 15 megalitre irrigation licence.
• Price: $2.6m

G8496597AA-090416

COASTAL PROPERTIES

Price ranging from $390,000 - $690,000

Anthony Rizzuto 02 4423 5555
Scott Baxter
02 4422 1444

